Application Note

CTI Processors & Access to Important Runtime Heath
Parameters
All CTI processors include built-in Ethernet ports and offer access to extensive diagnostic information on the processor
health and operation. There are two separate parts to the diagnostic information. One is through the pages available from
the processor Web Server, and the other is through the STATUS WORD memory area which can be viewed using
Workshop.
WEB SERVER access
You can access pertinent information through the integrated WEB page interface. To access these pages, you simply type
in the IP address of the CPU from any web browser which is located on your PLC network. From this page you will have a
snapshot of different parameters related to the well-being of your system. Below is a picture of the CPU Webserver Main
Menu page.
From this page you can retrieve
Information related to:
- Product information
- Network Configuration
- PLC Scan Statistics
- TCP Ethernet Statistics
- I/O Statistics
- Event Log

Product information offers access to information
like:
-

CPU model
CPU S/N
F/W revision
Ethernet port configuration
Serial Port configuration
Dip Switch settings

Other web pages offer access to
global communication parameters
including Ethernet communication parameters,
I/O status, and an Event Log (where the last
1000 events are logged and stored).

RBC Status

STATUS WORD Memory (viewable from Workshop)
STATUS WORDS are unfamiliar and underutilized by many users. These STATUS WORDS are very powerful assets. Not
only does they give you an in-depth access to the heath of your system, but they also allows you access (in your PLC
ladder logic program) to monitor their status in real time and be informed immediately (through the programming software
or HMI’s) of any event you program it to monitor.
Example: Wouldn’t you like to know immediately that a remote base has lost communication or that a particular module
(anywhere) is offline or not functional?
There are over 500 STATUS WORDS which are accessible to you, covering things like password, module failure, lost I/O
& Profibus network comms, comm port status, f/w versions etc.
Simple PLC logic, monitoring individual STATUS WORDS, is all that is required.

Below is an example of some table of accessible STATUS WORD parameters.

If you require any additional information on WEB Page or STATUS WORD functionality, please contact
your local CTI Representative for more information.
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